
 

 

Notice to Members - Saturday & Sunday Competitions 
 

 
 

Dear Members,  

We are living in extraordinary times and are taking extraordinary measures to continue to play the game we love. 

From the onset of the Coronavirus crisis, your Club has aimed to achieve the dual objectives of firstly providing for the 
safety and health of our members, guests and staff, and secondly to maximise opportunities for golfers to participate 
in their preferred form of exercise. 

We believe that the policies and procedures we have put in place have made your club a safe place to be, and until 
recently it was the case that all golfers who wished to participate, were able to do so.  Three factors though, have 
combined to create a situation where some members are missing out on an opportunity to play, particularly on a 
Saturday. The shortening days with less sunlight, the fact that more members are choosing to play golf as "the curve 
flattens", and two person groups, have all resulted in very tight time sheets with waiting lists for Saturday golf. 

To resolve this problem the Club has decided to trial a merged competition over Saturday and Sunday, creating a 
Weekend competition over two days, with prizes increasing proportionately to the increase in participants.  In 
recognition of the differing playing rights afforded to respective member categories, access to the time sheets for the 
new Weekend Competition will be as follows: 

Gold Members - Gold, Senior Gold, Associate Gold, Associate Senior Gold and Life Members will all have access to 
the online Weekend Competition time sheets 14 days prior to the date of play. 

Non-Gold Members - All member categories other than those detailed above will have access to the online Weekend 
Competition time sheets 7 days prior to the date of play 

Special transition arrangements: 

▪ Next weekend, 25 and 26 April will remain as a separated Saturday / Sunday Competitions and the current 
online time sheet will apply. 

▪ The merged Weekend Competition format will commence from the weekend of the 2nd and 3rd of May. The 
current online two competition time sheet for that weekend      will be cancelled and members will be notified 
via email of that cancellation. The merged Weekend Competition online time sheet will be available at 9.30am 
on Thursday 23 April for the "Gold Members" categories and will be available next Monday (27 April) at 
9.30am for the "Non-Gold Members" categories. 

▪ The Weekend Competition online time sheet for the weekend of 9th and 10th of May will be available on 
Saturday 25 April for the "Gold Members" categories and will be available on the following Saturday 2nd of 
May for the "Non-Gold Members" categories.  

▪ To allow for more diverse participation in the Saturday field, "Gold Members" who have the flexibility to join the 
Sunday field are encouraged to do so. 

▪ Members may only enter the Weekend Competition once, however if places are available on the other day of 
play, members may undertake social play. 

Play from White tees for Members: 

One of our objectives has been to maximise golfing opportunities for all members, and the current two player 
restrictions and rules relating to gatherings of people means that we need to keep players as separated, and to move 
the field through their game as quickly and efficiently as possible.  Experience indicates that whilst play from the 
longer tees is more challenging, it is not conducive to quick and efficient play, so in the short term at least, play will 
remain from the shorter tees. 

The Club appreciates the support it has received from members and guests over the past month and passes on its 
thanks to our great Admin people and Channon and his crew in the Pro Shop for helping us provide you with safe golf 
during these times. 

Happy and safe golfing. 
 

Glenn Sellick 

President - Oxley Golf Club 

22 April 2020 


